Abstract-A plan of military air operations contains a number of sequential and/or parallel tasks. Given information of the battlefield situation (including the status estimate of tasks) during the execution of a plan, it is necessary to assess the situation impact on the plan, especially whether the entire plan would be delayed. Plan performance assessment fuses the status estimate of tasks into the status estimate of the entire plan. The performance assessment of the plan assists the commander of air operations to decide the need for plan modification to assure the goal of air operations. The performance assessment of the plan must deal with uncertainty in the status estimate of tasks in the plan. This paper presents a comparative study of two information fusion techniques that infer the status estimate of a plan from the status estimate of tasks under uncertainty: the decomposition technique with low computational cost and the composition technique with high computational cost. The testing results of these techniques indicate the similar estimation accuracy of two techniques. Due to its low computational cost, the decomposition technique is recommended. Guidelines for applying the decomposition technique to a large-scale, complex plan of the tasks are also provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
The command and control (C2) of military air operations involve different activities such as 1) planning and scheduling; 2) monitoring; 3) assessment. These occur in the following functional areas:
• force application for air attack;
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Publisher Item Identifier S 1094-6977(01)07598-8. air operation plan at each level contains a number of sequential and/or parallel tasks. Many techniques and tools have been developed for planning and scheduling air operation plans [4] . ISR techniques and tools have existed for many years to obtain ISR data of the battlefield situation during the execution of air operation plans [5] - [7] . ISR data of the battlefield situation provide the status estimate of tasks in air operation plans at the lowest level of the C2 hierarchy. The status estimate of tasks involves uncertainty due to many factors, such as the dynamically changing situation of the battlefield (e.g., weather, adversary movement, and road condition) and inaccurate measurement and insufficient coverage of sensors. Given the status estimate of individual tasks in a plan, the aggregate performance of the entire set of the tasks in this plan must be assessed to determine whether the plan would be completed on time, failed, or delayed. Since the set of tasks at the low level of the C2 hierarchy corresponds to a task at the higher level of the C2 hierarchy, the plan assessment for the set of tasks at the low level becomes the status estimate of the corresponding task at the higher level, which can in turn be used for the plan assessment at the higher level.
However, few techniques and tools exist that provide the traceability from ISR situation data to air operation plans at the lowest level and higher levels of the C2 hierarchy. In other words, the link between monitoring and assessment is weak. To fill in this gap, we develop two probabilistic inference techniques that assess the performance of an air operation plan from the status estimate of tasks in the plan. These techniques fuse the status estimate of tasks in a plan into the status estimate of the entire plan. These information fusion techniques can be used to assess the performance of air operation plans at different levels of the C2 hierarchy. It should be noted that these techniques can be applied to the performance assessment of not only air operation plans but also other kinds of operation plans such as production plans for manufacturing.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
An air operation plan contains a number of sequential and/or parallel tasks. Considering the uncertainty in the execution of a task, the duration of the task is not deterministic. In this study, we assume that the duration of the task follows a normal distribution, because the sum effect of many uncertainty factors (e.g., weather, adversary movements, and inaccurate measurements of field data) on the task duration likely follows approximately a normal distribution according to the central limit theorem. The expected mean and standard deviation of the task duration are determined during planning and scheduling. A task has preconditions that must be satisfied for the task to start. We assume that a delay of a task affects the start times of the subsequent tasks but not the durations of the subsequent tasks. Hence, durations of tasks are independent under this assumption. The duration of a task can take any time unit, such as minutes, hours, days, etc. Fig. 1 shows an example of an air operation plan. The number of the tasks and the relationships between the tasks are similar those in the plan that was considered in the ARPA/Rome Laboratory Planning Initiative [4] . In this plan, tasks B and C are parallel, whereas other tasks are sequential. Although this is a small-scale plan, the typical relationships (sequential and parallel) between tasks in real air operation plans are present in this plan. This study investigates the performance of our plan assessment techniques for this plan. The selected technique can then be tested for assessing real-world air operation plans.
The duration of each task has a normal distribution with the expected mean shown in Fig. 1 . In this example, the standard deviation of the task duration is equal to one eighth of the mean duration for the task. Hence, the longer the mean duration, the larger is the variance of the task duration.
A task cannot start until its preceding task(s) is completed. Hence, when a task is expected to start, ISR data are collected to check the preconditions of the task and find out the status of its preceding task(s). The impact of the task status on the entire operation plan is assessed in order to decide whether the modification of the plan is warranted. Such a time of ISR data collection, performance assessment, and decision making is called a decision time. Seven of such decision times for the example are shown by numbers on the top of boxes in Fig. 1 .
ISR data usually provide the status estimate of a task in terms of the estimated time of delay and confidence in this estimate [5] , [6] , where Estimated time of delay = estimated task duration 0expected task duration:
The confidence value reflects the uncertainty in the status estimate. When a task is completed (on time, ahead of time, or behind time), the confidence value for the status estimate of this task becomes 100%. If the delay is zero, the task is completed on time. If the delay is negative, the task is completed ahead of time. If the delay is positive, the task has a delay. For example, the status estimate of task A in Fig. 1 in terms of +1 delay with 90% confidence indicates that task A is estimated to have a delay of 1 min with 90% confidence.
The delay value and the confidence value for the status estimate of a task may have different interpretations, depending on the logic of generating these two values. In this study, we consider two interpretations: conservative and optimistic. Take an example of task A in Fig. 1 with the mean duration of 10 min and the standard deviation of 1.25 (10 2 1=8) min. Given the status estimate of 1-min delay and 95% confidence, the task is considered to delay at most 1 min in the optimistic interpretation, whereas the task is considered to delay at least 1 min in the conservative interpretation as shown in the following:
Optimistic: P (10 task duration 11) = 95% P (task duration > 11 or < 10) = 5% Conservative: P (task duration 11) = 95% P (task duration < 11) = 5%
where P denotes probability.
The status estimate of a task may change the probability distribution of the task duration. The new mean and new standard deviation of the task duration must be determined from the status estimate of the task. Given the status estimate of the task as shown above, there exist different solutions to the new mean and the new standard deviation of the task duration that preserves the probability (for either the optimistic or conservative case). Additional information is required to get a definite solution to the new mean and the new standard deviation of the task from the status estimate of the task. In this study, for the optimistic interpretation we let the new mean of the task take the middle value between the original mean and the original mean plus the delay value. In the above example, the new mean and new standard deviation of task In the above example for the conservative interpretation we let the standard deviation be one eighth of the mean. Thus ISR situation data collected at a decision time can possibly provide a status estimate of the task which is expected to start at that decision time by comparing the preconditions of the task with ISR situation data. For example, at decision time 2 in Fig. 1 , the status estimate of task A is obtained from ISR data. Furthermore, at this decision time it is possible that we can obtain the status estimate of tasks B and C by comparing their preconditions with ISR situation data. Hence, at a decision time, the status estimate of several tasks may be available for performance assessment of an air operation plan. For other tasks whose status estimate is not available at a decision time, their expected task duration remains the same as planned. Due to possible communication delays and reporting delays in the chain of command and control, at a given decision time, the status estimate of a task that is expected to complete or to start must be based on the available information. If no sufficient information is available to make the status estimate of the task, the expected duration of this task remains the same as planned until information is available to update the status estimate.
Plan performance assessment is carried out at each decision time to determine the probability of the plan duration greater than the expected plan duration from the status estimate of tasks. For the air operation plan in Fig. 1 , the expected plan duration is 90 min. Plan performance assessment is to fuse the status estimate of tasks into P (plan duration > 90).
III. INFORMATION FUSION UNDER UNCERTAINTY
There exist extensive literatures on data fusion techniques [7] - [11] , including likelihood ratio tests and the Dempster-Shafer (D-S) theory. However, those data fusion techniques usually deal with the fusion of data from different sensors or sources monitoring the same object (e.g., target) to estimate the status of the object. Our problem of plan performance assessment has to fuse information about different objects (tasks) into information about a structure (plan) involving those objects. That is, the fusion goes from multiple objects to a different, structured object. There are reports on the application of the D-S theory to a hierarchical structure [12] . However, the relationship between a plan and tasks in the plan is not hierarchical. Bayesian networks deal with evidential reasoning that involves multiple objects [13] , [14] . Using Bayesian networks, the plan itself and tasks in the plan would be nodes in a Bayesian network. Considering the status estimate of tasks as evidence, evidential reasoning for the status estimate of the plan can be conducted. However, training data are required to establish conditional probability tables for nodes in the Bayesian network. Since for plan performance assessment the execution of each task occurs only once, no training data are available to establish the conditional probability tables.
The critical path method (CPM) and the program evaluation and review techniques (PERT) are traditionally used to track the performance of various operation plans [15] . The well-known, major disadvantage of the CPM/PERT analysis is that the critical path is computed from the mean duration of each task without considering the uncertainty in the task duration. However, tasks not on the critical path, but with moderate variability, might be delayed so sufficiently that they delay the operation plan.
Hence, techniques need to be developed for fusing the status estimate of tasks in a plan into the status estimate of the plan under uncertainty. We investigate two probabilistic inference techniques for this information fusion problem. One technique, called the decomposition technique, is based on the decomposition of an operation plan into parallel operations. Another technique, called the composition technique, is based on the composition of parallel tasks into a unified task.
A. Decomposition Technique
This technique decomposes an operation plan into parallel operations, based on parallel tasks. For example, the operation plan in Fig. 1 has two parallel tasks. The plan is decomposed into two parallel operations. One operation includes tasks A; B; D; E; F; G, and H. Another operation includes tasks A; C; D; E; F; G, and H. As discussed in Section II, the duration of each task is normally distributed with a new mean and a new standard deviation determined from the status estimate of the task. Hence, the mean and the standard deviation of the total duration for each operation are computed as follows:
where Oj mean of operation j; i mean duration of task i in operation j; Oj standard deviation of operation j; 2 i
variance of task i in operation j.
For operation j, the probability (P oj ) of the operation duration greater than the planned duration of the plan (i.e., 90 min for the example) is then computed as follows:
where Xp planned duration of the plan; Z p standardized value of X p ; P oj probability of delay for operation j.
The probability of delay for the entire plan is computed as follows:
Pp = maxjfPojg
where P p is the probability of delay for the entire plan.
Therefore, in the decomposition technique two parallel tasks B and C are separated into two operations, and then, the delay of each operation is estimated from the status estimates of individual tasks in this operation. The coordination and/or deconflicting effort of these two parallel tasks are reflected in the status estimate of each of these tasks.
B. Composition Technique
This technique combines sequential tasks into a unified task. The duration of the unified task is the sum of the sequential tasks. Since the duration of each sequential task is normally distributed and independent, the duration of the unified task is normally distributed. For the example, tasks A; D; E; F; G, and H are sequential. They are combined into a single task, called task X whose duration is normally distribution with the following mean and standard deviation:
H :
This technique also combines parallel tasks, which have a single beginning point and a single end point, into a unified task. The duration of the unified task takes the maximum duration of the parallel tasks.
For the example in Fig. 1 , parallel tasks B and C are combined into a unified task, called task Y . The duration of task Y takes the maximum duration of tasks B and C. Since the duration of the unified task is the maximum duration of the parallel tasks, the duration of the unified task is not normally distributed. The probability distribution of the unified task is characterized by the following, for the example:
P (Y = maxfB; Cg y) = P (B y and C y) ) fY (y) = The duration of the plan is the sum duration of tasks X and Y . Since the duration of task Y is not normally distributed, the duration of the plan is not normally distributed. The probability of the plan not being delayed is computed as follows:
where p is the planned duration of the plan ( p = 90 min for the example).
Since the above integral does not have an analytical solution, the numerical method is used to compute the probability of the plan not being delayed, as follows:
where ry is a small incremental value. In this study, 0.1 is used as the incremental value a and b are the lower and upper limits of the range for y.
We use the largest range of 6 3 between tasks B and C as the range of y in the numerical computation as follows. The probability of plan being delayed is then determined by 1 0 P (X + Y p ):
IV. PERFORMANCE TESTING AND ANALYSIS

A. Test Scenarios and Performance Testing
Since we cannot exhaust all possible operation plans to test our techniques, in this paper we test the performance of the two techniques using the operation plan in Fig. 1 . Three types of test scenarios are created for this operation plan. Type-I scenarios estimate the status of tasks that are expected to complete at the current decision time and the next decision time (one ahead of time). In each test scenario, there are seven test cases for seven decision times in the operation plan, respectively. At decision time 1, none of the tasks in the plan have started.
Task A is expected to complete at decision time 2. Hence, at decision time 1, ISR data provide the status estimate of task A by evaluating the preconditions of task A. At decision time 2, ISR data provide the status estimate of tasks A; B, and C that are expected to complete by decision time 3. Both task B and task C are expected to complete by decision time 3. Table I shows five type-I scenarios at decision time 2. As time goes on, ISR data provide the status estimate of more tasks. When a task is completed (on time, ahead of time, or behind time), the confidence value for the status estimate of this task becomes 100%. If a task has a 100% confidence value at the decision time, the delay and the confidence value of this task remain the same for the following decision times. Delay values in each test case are generated randomly from the range of 05 to 5. Confidence values in each test case are also generated randomly from the range of 70% to 100%.
Type-II scenarios estimate the status of tasks that are expected to complete at the current decision time and the next two decision times (two ahead of time). Type-III scenarios estimate the status of tasks that are expected to complete at the current decision time and the next three decision times (three ahead of time).
Hence, there are 35 type-I test cases (five scenarios 2 seven test cases). For each test case, there are two interpretations of the status estimates. Each interpretation produces a set of new means and new standard deviations. For tasks whose status estimate is not available, we assume that their mean and standard deviation remain the same as planned.
For each test case under each interpretation, the probability of the plan being delayed was computed from the available status estimates and the derived new means and new standard deviations, using each of the two techniques. Such a computation was carried out totally 210 times (three types 2 35 test cases in each type 2 two interpretations). The probability of the plan being delayed was then compared with the probability of the plan being delayed that is obtained from simulation.
B. Simulation
Each task in each test case under each interpretation is simulated using the derived new mean and new standard deviation of the normal distribution to generate 1000 samples of the task duration. The software package Statistica is used for simulation. Using the durations of all the tasks in each of the 1000 samples, the plan duration for this sample is computed. The 1000 samples for one test case under one interpretation produce the 1000 plan durations from which the number of plan durations greater than the expected duration of the plan (90 min) is counted. This count divided by 1000 gives the probability of the plan being delayed for this test case. This probability of the plan being delayed from simulation is considered as the "truth" of the task execution and thus the base for evaluating the performance of our techniques.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results of the probability of the plan being delayed are compared among the two techniques and the simulation. The results from the two techniques are close to the results from the simulation. This is shown in Table II that gives the mean squared error (MSE) of the results from each technique as compared with the simulation results, and the average difference between each technique and the simulation, for each decision time.
In summary, the two techniques produce comparable results. However, the computation for the numerical approximation in the composition technique is tedious. The computation for the decomposition technique is much simpler. Hence, the decomposition technique is recommended. When using the decomposition technique, we can first simplify the network of tasks in an operation plan. For example, any subset of the network that has only one beginning and one ending node can be analyzed separately. By inserting only the results of this analysis into the original network, the subset can be considered as a single task. For another example, the sum of numerous task durations is approximately normally distributed by the central limit theorem. Hence, for a subset of the network structure that is a sum of numerous process durations, a limiting normal distribution can be used for the sum.
In this study, we use the probability distribution (i.e., the normal distribution) to characterize and represent the uncertainty in task duration. The probability distribution is a common way to deal with uncertainty. In the existing command and control environment, ISR data provide the status estimate of a task in terms of delay and confidence values. We must transform such a status estimate into the parameters (i.e., mean and standard deviation) of the probability distribution. Such a transformation requires additional information or assumption to get a definite solution. In our study, for the optimistic interpretation we let the new mean be in the middle of the old mean and the old mean plus delay, and for the conservative interpretation, we let the standard deviation be 1=8 of the mean. This indicates that the status estimate in terms of delay and confidence values from existing ISR systems is not sufficient to estimate the status of the plan definitely.
Many existing techniques for uncertainty reasoning cannot deal with the information/fusion problem from multiple tasks to a plan consisting of sequential and parallel tasks, as discussed in Section III. Two techniques are developed and tested in this study, given that the uncertainty in task duration can be reasonably characterized and represented by a normal distribution. To apply the two techniques, ISR systems must be improved to provide sufficient information for the two techniques.
